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The Book That Makes Dying by CORONARY ATTACK Seem Downright BoringSimply by living a
normal life, you have an excellent chance of becoming yet another statistic one of many leading
factors behind death. But Buck Tilton prefers to ponder the alternatives. With witty prose, Tilton
describes not only the details of how you can die— In How exactly to Die in the outside, he
presents 150 more interesting and unique ways to perish, from snake bite, elephant feet, rhino
horn, and more!re ready to leave this world for whatever afterlife there could be.but also ways to
avoid death should a life-threatening scenario occur before you’some intriguingly gory, yet all
predicated on facts—
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Five Stars Buck includes a very dry out humor and just kills me!! He rarely reads books from
cover to cover, but he do that with this one. Do not buy. Four Stars Funny and pleasurable read!
This is a collection of info of limited make use of and is a bit of a disappointment.. Also funny I
love the idea of the book itself and feel it ... Do not buy Most of the webpages have cut off
printing. BUT, the copy I received is cut off at the top of every page.. Gave simply because a
white elephant. How to keep a boy reading. The paragraphs and titles of all the pages are
completely cut off about 2-3 sentences from what I can gather. Other than that the publication
itself I give 5 stars. We had fun reading passages to each other, trying to gross one another out-
and it's really rare to possess a book that's actually fun for a mom and her tweenie child to read
together these days. That one results in as a phone in. funny Exceptional bathroom reader. Also,
each "method to die" is only a few pages long, causeing this to be an easy book to get when time
is brief.not sure what happened to this printed edition.... Well, OK, this reserve probably isn't of
very much practical use in the out-of-doors(although there are a few good guidelines regarding
locally toxic/dangerous critters), nonetheless it IS interesting; it's provoked several good and
unusual family members conversations! It's also been extremely entertaining for my 10-year-old
boy, for whom I purchased this book. (Yes pun intended) Bought as a gift. Buck phoned that one
in In my book collection I have just about everything B Tilton has created. It is more like the No
S*** There I Was books then a WEMT book.In conclusion, this may not be a thorough survival
manual, nonetheless it would make a great gift for children or adults who don't like to read
(and/or who've short attention spans) but who LOVE gross things, or anyone who enjoys learning
uncommon survival tips. Misprint. I love the thought of the publication itself and feel it is well
written. Bought this book for a friend, they seemed to enjoy it.
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